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Abstract: Energy saving is one of the most important research directions in the building sector.
Personalized ventilation systems are energy conscious solutions providing fresh air for the occupants.
As a side effect, cooling energy can be saved due to higher convective heat removal. Using the
data gathered from previous experiments performed with the developed personalized ventilation
system, a ±1.408 ◦C accurate simulation model was created in ANSYS 19.2 Academic version in
order to determine the temperature distribution on the face. In this paper, the method and the
first results are presented. It was clearly demonstrated by measurements and simulations that the
personalized ventilation equipment used has a considerable effect on the skin temperature of the face.
The developed model can be used to analyze the skin temperature on the faces of people using
the novel, personalized ventilation equipment. This way the time spent on examination can be
reduced considerably.
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1. Introduction

Buildings are responsible for about 40% of the total energy consumption in the European Union.
The situation is similar in the United States and other countries. This is the reason why energy saving
in the building sector has been getting more and more important in the last decades. The share of
heating and cooling energy demand depends on the local climate conditions. However, it can be stated
that in summer periods, the number of heat waves and the temperature amplitude is increasing [1].
In European countries the energy performance directive encourages member states to only build
nearly zero-energy buildings in the future [2,3]. In countries where heating represents 60–70% of the
total energy use of a building, severe requirements were adopted regarding thermal performance of
the building envelope in order to reduce heat losses. New insulation materials are tested in order to
meet the requirements with lower thicknesses [4–6]. However, in such buildings small heat loads can
lead to high indoor temperatures. To optimize the facade solutions, including window properties,
external wall insulation, window-to-wall ratio, and external shading, simulations and cost optimization
calculations were performed even in cold climates [7]. In case of free-running office or educational
buildings with large glazed areas, extreme high indoor temperatures may appear [8,9]. In case of
new buildings, the improved air tightness of the envelope may lead to the increase of carbon dioxide
concentration and humidity of the indoor air [10]. Complex studies have to be performed in order
to choose the appropriate ventilation strategy [11]. Advanced personalized ventilation (PV) systems
may be an energy conscious solution to assure proper air quality and thermal comfort in buildings.
According to Melikov, the focus must be shifted from total volume air distribution to advanced air
distribution based on the following principles [12]:
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• remove/reduce the air pollution and generated heat (when not needed) locally;
• provide clean air, also heating and cooling, where, when, and as much as needed;
• make active control of the air distribution possible;
• involve each occupant in creating his/her own preferred microenvironment.

Schiavon et al. found that the energy consumption of PV is 51% lower compared to mixing
ventilation [13]. Having lower air flow will lead to lower energy consumption for cooling. Pan et al.
proved that energy savings up to 45% can be obtained by comparing a partition-type fan coil unit with
a central air conditioning system [14].

PV has the advantage that each occupant is authorized to optimize and control the temperature,
flow rate (local air velocity), and direction of the locally supplied air flow [15]. Zhang et al.
demonstrated that the local discomfort caused by stratification of the air temperature can be reduced
by PV’s and the stratification can be higher [16]. It was shown that by applying 0.8 m s−1 air velocity
around the head, the acceptable stratification goes up to 6 ◦C if the air temperature around the head is
26.8 ◦C. In the face skin, the number of thermo-receptors is high in comparison to other body segments.
According to Lynette Jones, there are more cold spots than warm spots, the density of spots varies
across the body, and the time to respond to a cold stimulus is significantly shorter than to a warm
stimulus [17]. This is the reason why PV systems may improve thermal sensation of occupants in
warm indoor environments. Another advantage of these systems is that PV can help to improve
work performance. Maula et al. performed a study in order to analyze the effect of a temperature
of 29 ◦C on performance in tasks involving different cognitive demands. They aimed to assess the
effect on perceived performance, subjective workload, thermal comfort, perceived working conditions,
cognitive fatigue, and somatic symptoms, in a laboratory with a realistic office environment [18].
They made a comparison to a temperature of 23 ◦C. It was shown that performance was negatively
affected by slightly warmer temperatures in the N-back working memory task. The effect of a cooling
jet on performance and comfort in a warm office environment (29.5 ◦C air temperature) was analyzed
by Maula et al. and it was demonstrated that the jet improved the speed of response in a working
memory task with increasing exposure time [19].

Because of elevated air velocities around the head and chest of the occupants, draft may appear
and can lead to discomfort. Griefahn et al. studied the significance of air velocity and turbulence
intensity on responses to horizontal drafts in a constant air temperature of 23 ◦C [20]. They found
that draft-induced general annoyance and draft-induced local annoyance, as stated for the neck and
for the forearm, increased with air velocity and/or with turbulence intensity. The decrease in skin
temperature, however, was only related to air velocity but not to turbulence intensity. However, draft
sensation is related to general thermal sensation [21]. Moreover, with special air terminal devices,
better thermal comfort sensation is obtained and draft might be avoided [22,23].

Most PV systems have one air terminal device [24–28]. Conceicao et al. presented the results
of their study on comfort level in desks equipped with two personalized ventilation systems [29].
In the experimental tests the mean air velocity and the turbulence intensity in the upper air terminal
device were 3.5 m s−1 and 9.7%, while in the lower air terminal device they were 2.6 m s−1 and
15.2%. The mean air temperature in the air terminal devices was around 28 ◦C, while the mean radiant
temperature in the occupation area, the mean air temperature far from the occupation area, and the
internal mean air relative humidity were, 28 ◦C, 28 ◦C and 50% respectively. They found that The
Predicted Percentage of Dissatisfied people reduce from 27.77% (without personalized ventilation) to
16.1% (with personalized ventilation).

The aim of our research was to develop a simulation model in order to analyze the skin
temperature distribution on the face of a sitting person at the desk, where the air is introduced
around the head alternatively from different directions. Based on previous measurements carried out,
the model was created in ANSYS environment.
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2. ALTAIR PV System

At the University of Debrecen, Department of Building Services and Building Engineering an
advanced personalized ventilation system (ALTAIR) was developed [30,31]. The novelty of ALTAIR
PV system is providing the air flow jet around the head of the occupants alternatively from different
directions (left-front-right). ALTAIR operates like a hand-held fan, the time steps of changing the air
flow direction and the air flow velocity can be chosen by the user (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. ALTAIR PV system.

In the Indoor Environment Quality laboratory of the University of Debrecen, numerous
measurements were carried out testing the ALTAIR equipment under elevated operative temperatures
and asymmetric radiations [32–34].

It was clearly demonstrated that the reduction of the skin temperature on the face was minimum
0.5 K or higher depending on the indoor temperature, which varied continuously during the operation
of ALTAIR to avoid adaptation. In Figure 2, the temperature distribution on the face was presented
when the air jet was blown on the right side of the face, respectively when the air jet was not blown
on the right side of the face. The air temperature and the mean radiant temperature in the room
were 28 ◦C.
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Figure 2. Skin temperature on the right side of the face (left) 32.7 ◦C average temperature along the
line without air jet; (right) 31.4 ◦C average temperature along the line with air jet).

The variation of the skin temperature on the face over 30 min can be observed in Figure 3 in
a closed space with 28 ◦C operative temperature (data were gathered every 10 s). The ALTAIR PV
system was in operation with 20 m3 h−1 air jet and the direction was varied (in this case) every
20 s (left-front-right-front-left-front-right-...). The air jet temperature was equal to the temperature of
indoor air.

One of the biggest challenges of the PV systems is to avoid draft. Even though draft might be
favorable from a thermal comfort point of view in warm environments, in most cases occupants claim
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discomfort perceiving the draft. Having a database of skin temperatures in different environmental
conditions created the basis for a numerical model in order to determine the distribution of the face
skin temperatures in different environments. In the following chapters the methodology and first
results are presented.Energies 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 4 of 11 
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3. Methods

3.1. Geometry and Mesh

The numerical model was made in ANSYS 19.2 Academic version. Our first step was to define
the flow domain where the analysis was carried out. The geometry was a digital copy of the Indoor
Environment Quality Laboratory of the University of Debrecen, where the measurements were taken
with the ALTAIR [34]. In this 2.5 m wide, 3.65 m long, 2.55 m high room (Figure 4), the ALTAIR can be
found. The PV system was situated in front of a 900 mm × 630 mm large glazed surface.
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Figure 4. Room geometry.

At the ALTAIR a hypothetical person was seated whose head was defined, although the rest of
the body was not modelled. This head was a royalty free 3D model of a male head (Figure 5). It can
be seen from Figures 4 and 5 that a simplified geometry was created to reduce the complexity of the
geometric model. The tolerance was less then ±2 mm of the 3D model.

The mesh was generated in such a density that the distance of the nodes did not affect the
resulting values. For this reason, several mesh independency examinations were made when the cases
converged. In the final mesh, element sizes of 20 mm and 2 mm were applied around the desk and
around the head respectively.
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3.2. Physics Model

The physics model was created in ANSYS Fluent 19.2, where two independent airflows,
thermodynamic changes and diffuse solar radiation were modelled. Due to the complex ventilation
systems and fine geometries, robust and turbulent flows were produced. It gave us a reason to use k-ε
model. With this model it was possible to take the kinetic energy change and the turbulence dissipation
into account.

The examined face was placed in the room (Figure 4) where the wall was cooled from the left (blue
surface) and heated (red surface) from the right. By the cooling, an average cold surface temperature
(TSC) and by the heating, an average warm surface temperature (TSW) was achieved. In front of the
face there was a window from which diffuse solar radiation Isolar = 20 W m−2 was emitted in to the
room. The surface of the face had a 70 W m−2 heat load, while the rest of the surfaces in the room
had 0 W m−2 heat losses. 0.98 [35] was chosen to be the absorption coefficient of the skin and 0.9 was
chosen for the rest of the surfaces according to the MSZ EN ISO 6946:2017 Hungarian Standard [36].

Two ventilation systems were placed in the examined room. One supplied VAF = 50 m3 h−1

fresh air with a temperature of TAF and a personalized ventilation system (ALTAIR) that circulated
VAV [m3 h−1] air in the room with a temperature of TAV.

The minimum and the maximum values of the previously mentioned parameters are presented
in Table 1.

Table 1. Input parameters.

Parameters TSC TSW TAF TAV VAV

Units [◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [m3 h−1]
Validation case 17.5 31.1 24 24 20

Minimum value 16 30 22 22 0
Maximum value 20 36 26 26 40

We wanted to create an accurate model that can be considered to be valid. To validate the model,
we have chosen an important parameter that was not given as an input parameter. In the validation
process we examined how closely we could approach this value. It was known from a previous
research paper [34] that the average face temperature (AFT) was 32 ◦C for male participants and this
parameter was chosen as the validation parameter. For validation 1.6 ◦C (5% of 32 ◦C) accuracy was
chosen because the complexity of the model could cause such a degree of deviation. When the mesh
and the physical model were considered to be validated, combinations of the minimum and maximum
parameter values were made to examine the sensitivity of the AFT.
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3.3. Radiation Model

During the simulation, radiation had to be modelled due to the diffuse solar radiation and heat
radiation from the warm surfaces. For the solar radiation simulation three parameters had to be defined.
Direction, direct and diffuse irradiation, and the transmissivity factor of the semi-opaque surface from
where the radiation was excepted [37]. In the examined case the window had a transmissivity factor of
1 and there was no direct solar radiation. For radiation modelling, the Monte Carlo and the surface to
surface method was examined.

The Monte Carlo is a probability-based model. The basis of this model is that it calculates
the discrete particle (photons) energy that is randomly emitted from the surface. To achieve good
convergence with the measured data, the number of cases should be increased, however the large
number of photons requires large computational power [37,38]. To reduce the processing power this
method was not preferred. When the model was examined, several hotspots were generated on the face
due to the amount of the simulated photons being low. By increasing the number of the photons the
peak temperatures were lowered but the temperature distribution was not considered to be adequate.
This model was not used for the final presented cases.

The surface to surface (S2S) model ignores the movement of the photons and it calculates radiation
between two surfaces. These surfaces are Lambert-surfaces that are defined by the absorption factor.
With this factor absorption, emission, and scattering of the radiation can be modelled. When the
absorption coefficients were defined, the view factors were also calculated for all surfaces. This method
showed smooth distribution without considerable peaks. Because of the fact that only diffuse radiation
and smooth temperature distribution occurred, the S2S radiation model was used for the validated
and also for the following cases.

4. Results

The ALTAIR changed the direction of the flow in every 20 s during the operation. Consequently,
the validation had to be done for the average values of three cases, when the air flow came from
the left, the right, and the front of the face. The AFT in Celsius and in Kelvin and the calculated
errors can be seen in Table 2. The average error from the three directions was 4.4%, this value was
mostly increased by the frontal flow. In the further cases similar phenomena occurred during the
analysis. This 4.4% error means that with the presented simulation model we could predict the AFT
with ±1.408 ◦C accuracy under the circumstances that the freedom of the model allows. It has to be
mentioned that in all three cases the calculated AFT values were lower than the validation value.

Table 2. Average face temperature values for validation.

Parameters [K] Error [◦C] Error

left 303.92 0.40% 30.78 3.81%
front 302.69 0.80% 29.55 7.66%
right 304.59 0.18% 31.45 1.72%

validation [35] 305.14 - 32 -
average 303.73 0.46% 30.59 4.40%

The AFT distribution is shown in Figure 6. This figure was made to depicting that when the face
was blown from the left side, it caused a considerable cooling for this side of the face, while large
hotspots appeared on the right side that was protected from the flow.

The flow around the head created by ALTAIR can be seen on Figure 7. The streamlines are not
appearing on the other side of the head. Due to this phenomenon, the thermal surface resistance of that
side increases for a short period of time which can lead to temperature rise. Since the three directions
are constantly alternating, the shown temperature raise easily dissipates.
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The histogram of the face temperatures (Figure 8) shows that the lowest temperatures appeared
when the flow was initiated from the front, while the highest temperatures were achieved when the
flow was formed from the cold (left) side of the room. The phenomenon that increased the surface
resistance helped the already warm (right) side of the face to be heated by the warm wall. The lowest
temperature occurred when the flow of ALTAIR touched the face from the warm side (right).
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Results from the Cases

56 cases were made using the validated model by changing the temperature values and the
direction of the flow of ALTAIR, and the AFT of all cases is presented in Table 3. The cases are sorted
into four categories when the ALTAIR was turned off (series 1), when the ALTAIR blew from the left
position (series 2), the front position (series 3) and the right position (series 4) as shown in Figure 9.
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Table 3. Average face temperature values.

TSC TSW TAV TAF Series 1 Series 2 Series 3 Series 4 Average

[◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C]
16 30 22 22 33.69 27.59 25.99 27.45 27.01
20 30 22 22 35.05 28.45 26.83 28.34 27.88
16 36 22 22 36.21 29.63 27.31 28.78 28.57
20 36 22 22 37.55 30.49 28.14 29.67 29.43
16 30 22 26

-

28.00 26.49 28.19 27.56
20 30 22 26 28.86 27.33 29.08 28.42
16 36 22 26 30.04 27.80 29.52 29.12
20 36 22 26 30.89 28.64 30.40 29.98
16 30 26 22 28.95 27.91 28.89 28.58
20 30 26 22 29.80 28.67 29.77 29.41
16 36 26 22 30.96 29.11 30.21 30.09
20 36 26 22 31.81 29.91 31.08 30.93
16 30 26 26 34.39 29.34 28.35 29.61 29.10
20 30 26 26 35.75 30.20 29.11 30.49 29.93
16 36 26 26 36.90 31.36 29.57 30.93 30.62
20 36 26 26 38.24 32.21 30.39 31.80 31.47
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direction of the flow of ALTAIR, and the AFT of all cases is presented in Table 3. The cases are sorted 
into four categories when the ALTAIR was turned off (series 1), when the ALTAIR blew from the left 
position (series 2), the front position (series 3) and the right position (series 4) as shown in Figure 9. 
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The box chart (Figure 10) reveals that without the produced ventilation from the ALTAIR the
mean temperature would raise up by an average of 6.72 ◦C. In all the examined series the maximum
AFT differences were 4.48 ± 0.09 ◦C while the average standard error was ±1.04 ◦C. This means that by
changing the wall and air temperatures the value deviations were roughly the same, although the mean
temperatures were different. Series 2 had the highest mean temperatures, while series 3 had the lowest.
It can also be observed that when the flow was attacking from the side, the temperature values had a
slight deviation compared to each other, although data from series 2 displays warmer temperatures.
Considerable (in average 1.5 ◦C) AFT changes occurred when the warm surface temperature and the
ventilation temperature were alternated, in the rest of the cases the deviation was less than ±1 ◦C.
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5. Conclusions

Personalized ventilation systems may improve the thermal comfort and the indoor air quality in
closed spaces with elevated indoor temperatures. However, draft has to be avoided otherwise users
will experience discomfort. The skin temperature on the face is an important parameter which gives
useful information about thermal comfort sensation. In this paper, skin temperatures were calculated
with a ±1.408 ◦C accuracy in ANSYS 19.2 Academic version. In the simulation two independent
airflows, surface to surface radiation and various surface temperatures, were modelled with ANSYS
Fluent in 56 different cases. It was shown that flow from the personal ventilation system has a
considerable effect on the average face temperature. The average flow temperature of the personalized
ventilation has a strong connection to the average face temperature. We predicted that the lowest
average face temperature occurs when the flow originates from the front of the face.
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Nomenclature

AFT average face skin temperature [◦C]
ε emission coefficient [-]
Isolar solar radiation [W m−2]
TAF fresh air temperature [◦C]
TAV ventilated air temperature [◦C]
TSC average cold surface temperature [◦C]
TSW average warm surface temperature [◦C]
VAV ventilated air volume flow [m3 h−1]
VAF fresh air volume flow [m3 h−1]
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